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SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Are you a scientist or an expert currently doing research on ocean acidification? Are you passionate about sharing your work to raise awareness on this issue through innovative multimedia outlets? If you said yes, then it's easy: become our Scientific Advisor and click YES!

+ missions

INFORM US ON YOUR LATEST PUBLICATIONS

ADVISE US ON OUR STRATEGIC GOALS

BOOST YOUR PUBLIC OUTREACH

COMMUNICATE YOUR SOLUTIONS TO YOUTH

BUILD KNOWDELGE WITH OTHER EXPERTS

KEEP THE NETWORK GROWING

+ vision

We aim to build a strong bridge between scientists and youth in order to fight against ocean acidification and create a dialogue of solutions that we need to start working on!

Master’s graduates from Sciences Po Paris, Alice Lapijover and Monica Lafon founded LEMONSEA in 2014 when they were having a conversation about ocean policy and preparing for the COP21.

scientist@lemonsea.org